Why we like our SMART Board.....

Nov. 17, 2008

- It moves up and down
- We can copy our plant words that go on the lap top
- Show us photos from the football game, plants
- We can draw pictures
- We go to ACCESS video in D2L
- We can touch it and magic happens
- When we watch a DVD (on plants and our exercise/cardio), it is big, bigger than a wide screen
- We can print any words

January 27, 2009

(We typed this with Kurzweil. It is talking as Ms. Gardner is typing)

We touch the screen on the SMART board and our names come up,

1. Play games, SMART Board soccer- guess letters for names and our theme words.
2. Puzzle--find our names, and theme words in word searches.
3. Photo Story, we take pictures of the zoo, special people, and put them into a movie, add music and words.
4. Picture of a plant, amaryllis, we write words on it.
5. Kurzweil, we have lap tops at our desks, helps us to read stories.
6. Math, adding numbers, used calculator on the SMART Board, write the answer down, then erased hidden secret to check answers.
7. Word families (ain) we had an r and a b, we moved them over and made the word brain.
8. D2L this is where we keep our Photo Stories.
9. Paper recycling, we fill in a chart to show how many bags we recycle to outside. We use paint icon to fill in the boxes.
10. Fill in the blanks. We read sentences and dragged words into the blanks.
11. We used Internet to research plants and the Calgary zoo.
12. We use YouTube for our singing class. We find music that we like.
13. We did our exercise class to Dancing with the Stars DVD.
14. We are doing our pop deposit sheet each week.
15. Ms. Chan (AISI) helps us with SMART board.

We like our SMART Board. It is fun.

March 2009

1. Spelling theme words
2. Agenda
3. Read the bulletin, use Kurzweil
4. We added our big voices to the Photo Story on our trip to the zoo.
5. Mrs. Cartwright makes Word Searches.
6. We read books about space, Bolt, Superheroes, plants and Shakespeare.

We like the SMART Board. We use it a lot. We make the SMART Board talk a lot.